
Summer Rec Ball is Back!  

  
Hi, I am Mike Carminati, and I have run the WWLL summer rec ball program the last three years. I 
have also coached spring, summer, and fall ball WWLL teams for the past 6 years. 
  
If your child is between 4 & 11 and would like to continue playing baseball over the summer but is not 
participating in All-Stars or did not play this spring but would like to give it a try, rec ball offers a 
summer program based on the three F’s: Fun, Fundamentals, and Flexibility. 
  
We will continue to work on fundamentals, getting the kids ready for the next level, but in a non-
competitive setting.  Kids will be divided into three divisions— AAA, Minors, and Majors (ages 7-11) in 
the “Senior Circuit”; Teeball, A, AA (ages 5-7) in the “Junior Circuit” and this year we are offering mini 
tee ball (Age 4) for both boys & girls.  Games will typically be twice a week with a short practice to 
work on fundamentals preceding each game. 
  
Weekly attendance is preferred but not mandatory.  We understand that families may go on vacation 
for a week or two over the summer.  We are looking to have larger rosters to allow for more flexibility 
over the busy summer months.  We just ask that you inform your manager and coaches if you know 
that your child will miss a game so that they can plan accordingly. We will practice and then divide the 
kids into two teams with reversible jerseys, one color per each team. 
  
Kids of all abilities are welcome.  There is no prerequisite to have played spring ball. If they played 
soccer or lacrosse in the spring and want to try baseball over the summer, they are 
welcome.  Training sessions to come for the younger group to prepare them for kid pitch at the next 
level. 
  
We are also looking for volunteers to manage and coach (esp. in the younger group).  Please make 
sure to indicate if you are interested when you register. No previous experience required, just a 
willingness to learn and to work with the kids. 
  
Please make sure to register on the WWLL website ASAP. The season will start the week of June 30 
and run 8 weeks through August 22. 
 
The Weekly schedule will be: 
 

Senior Circuit (7-11) Tues & Fri, 6:30 – 8:30 PM 
Junior Circuit (5-7) Mon & Thurs, 6:30 – 8:00 PM 
Mini Tee Ball (4) Wed, 6 – 7 PM 

  
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at mike_carminati@yahoo.com 
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